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FYI. She says we should go after Burkley papers and Lincoln papers. We are on top of both of these. She 

doesn't include Fox, but we should continue with him as well.To: Jeremy_Gunn @ jfk-arrb.gov @ internetcc: 

(bcc: Jeremy Gunn/ARRB)From: kathy @ praxis.net (Kathy Cunningham) @ Internet @ WORLDCOM Date: 

01/10/97 10:36:12 AM CSTSubject: Photographic RecordJeremy Gunn wrote:> > Thank you for your reply and 

for your offer. I will try to be as clear as I> can about the kinds of information that would be helpful for our 

work.> > Because we are pursuing records rather than recollections, we need leads that> can tell us where we 

can look to find records. I will give you a specific> example that I hope illustrates the issue: Robert Knudsen. 

We are aware of> the allegations that Mr. Knudsen claimed to have taken autopsy photos and to> have had 

copies that he showed to others. We are also confronted by the fact> that, when he had an opportunity to say 

so under oath, he did not do so. We> have spoken to his family. Although they also are under the impression 

that he> took autopsy photos, they do not have any photos or know where any would be.> Thus, as far as 

Knudsen goes, we are at a dead end. The kind of lead that is> not helpful at this point is to hear that he 

allegedly showed photos to> someone. The kind of thing that would be of significant value would be a lead> 

(in addition to the suggestion of contacting his family), as to where any of> his photos might be. In short, we 

need concrete leads regarding locations> where photos might be found rather than recollections that 

additional photos> may have been taken. We are aware of the general allegations. We need> specific leads.> > 

You may be interested in knowing that we have spoken in depth with (among> others) Vince Madonia, Robert 

Bouck, and Carl Belcher as well as to the two> photo technicians who developed autopsy photos at NPC.Dear 

Mr. Gunn; I will review my notes for specific leads regarding the possiblelocation of photos. To that end, one 

such lead immediately comes tomind. See my e-mail (addressed to Eileen Sullivan - which follows)regarding 

the papers of Evelyn Lincoln. In that note I briefly outlinedthe circumstantial evidence (ONLY circumstantial, 

but in my legallyuneducated opinion it is a very strong circumstantial case) which pointsto the possibility that 

Lincoln and Admiral Burkley were behind thedisappearance of the autopsy materials listed as "item 9" on the 

April25, 1965 inventory, and that they either possess them, or have knowledgeof their location. Although in 

her affidavit to the HSCA Mrs. Lincoln seems to suggestthat Angie Novello and/or Robert Kennedy were 

behind the disappearanceof these materials, a review of the record regarding L. Evans Walker{HSCA 013274}, 

Katherine H. Davidson {HSCA 013275} and Angela M. Novello{HSCA 013015 and 002194} shows that this was 

virtually impossible. Additionally, Admiral Burkley is represented by the HSCA's Andy Purdy asclaiming to be 

able to provide access to the missing tissue sections,long after they were gone, and despite his having told the 
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